Abstract-In this paper, the capture probabilities, Cn, defined as the probability that any of n contending packets is correctly received, are found, with reference to a random access mobile radio communications system, in the presence of fading, shadowing, and near/far effect. A Rician model for fading, which is more general than the well-studied Rayleigh fading, is considered. The capture probabilities are computed, and their dependence on the system parameters, and in particular on the Rice factor, K, is investigated. As an example of application, a Slotted ALOHA system is considered and the performance of a simple control strategy is studied. Also, some analytical results are given as to the value of C1 = limn!1 Cn, which is relevant to the study of the system stability.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the many currently envisioned wireless applications is in local area communications, where a population of users share a common receiver which is centrally located [1] . This multiple access problem has been deeply studied in the past, with reference to different environments [2] . In the context of mobile radio communications, some peculiar characteristics of the environment can be exploited, such as the random power levels at the receiver due to random effects in propagation, which enhance the capture effect [3; 4; 5] . Recently, a number of papers have addressed the problem of evaluating the performance of mobile radio random access systems [6; 7; 8] , and the stability issue has been considered [9; 10; 11] , through the study of the behavior of the capture probabilities, C n , and in particular of their limit as n ! 1 [12; 13] . So far, only Rayleigh fading has been considered, due to its analytical tractability. On the other hand, this is not always a good model: in open and flat environments, or within short distances, the presence of a direct component may be dominant, and a Rician model for fading turns out to be more appropriate [14; 15] .
The specific contributions of this paper are as follows: the effect of Rician fading is included in the performance analysis of random access systems, in the presence of lognormal shadowing and near-far effect; the capture probabilities, C n , and their limit as n ! 1, C 1 , are evaluated according to this model; some theoretical developments about C 1 are proposed. Rician fading has been included in some previous studies on random access systems, although under major simplifications: in [16; 17] the near-far effect (an essential feature of mobile radio systems) is neglected, and in [18] different propagation models are adopted for the intended user and for the interferers, ignoring the fact that in a contention system there is no such distinction, since all users can potentially capture the receiver. In addition, these papers do not provide any insight about stability. We also present a sensitivity analysis of the performance to the system The author is with the Center for Wireless Communications, University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093-0407 (e-mail: zorzi@ece.ucsd.edu).
parameters, and in particular to the Rice factor: it turns out that this dependence is not very strong, and is limited to collisions of small size (up to 5-10 packets). This is of great interest in the modeling process of fading which, based on this result, does not require extreme accuracy.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is described, and the capture probabilities are defined. Section III presents the numerical results of the Monte-Carlo simulations, with an example of application to Slotted ALOHA, whereas in Section IV some analytical results about the limiting behavior of the capture probabilities are derived.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND CAPTURE PROBABILITY
Our reference model is the following [13] : a common base station (BS) is located at the center of a circular area (cell), whose radius is normalized to unity. All mobile users are distributed at random in the cell, and try to access the common transmission resource (the radio interface of the central receiver), according to some random access protocol. For simplicity, in the following we will refer to the Slotted ALOHA protocol [19] , even though most of the results apply in a more general context as well.
Following [20; 21] we will consider two different distributions of the traffic: uniform and bell-shape. The two models correspond to a probability density function (pdf) for the distance of a random point in the cell from the receiver given by f U (r) = 2r; r 2 0; 1]; (1) and f B (r) = 2re ? r 4 =4 ; r 0; (2) respectively. The i-th user's instantaneous signal power at the receiver is given by R i = 2 i e i Ar ? i P T ;
where Ar ? i accounts for the deterministic path loss, e i is the lognormal shadowing ( i is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with variance 2 ), and i is the fading envelope [15; 22] .
The transmitted power, P T , and the deterministic propagation parameters, A and , will be considered constant and equal for all users in the system. With no loss in generality, following most of the literature, we will assume = 4.
In most of the literature, Rayleigh fading is considered, i.e., no line-of-sight (LOS) component is assumed, which is often the case in macrocells. However, when the cell size is reduced, or in the presence of flat environments without large obstacles, the LOS component cannot be neglected, and is a Rice random variable with unit power and pdf [15] f ( ) = (1+K)e ?K e ? 1+K 2 2 I 0
where K is a parameter, called Rice factor, defined as the ratio between the power associated to the LOS component and the power associated to the scattered component. Rayleigh fading and absence of fading correspond to K = 0 and K ! 1,
respectively. The capture probability, i.e., the probability that any one of n contending packets is successful, can be approximated as [13; 15] C n = nP
2 0 e 0 r ?
where n is the collision size, i.e., the number of contending packets, and b is a threshold value, which depends on the coding strategy adopted and on the modulation scheme used. The factor n is due to the fact that all contending users are potentially "useful," and that they are all identically distributed. This probability can be analytically evaluated in the case of Rayleigh fading [13] and in the absence of fading for the bell-shape traffic model [21] . In general, the computation can be efficiently performed via Monte-Carlo simulation.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In Fig. 1 , the capture probabilities, C n , are plotted vs. the collision size, n, for some values of b and for both uniform and bell-shape traffic distribution. Note the strong dependence on b exhibited by these curves. Note also how the performance obtained for the uniform and bell-shape models are close to each other, especially for large n. This corresponds to what is shown in [13] as to the dependence of C 1 on the traffic distribution model.
A detailed sensitivity analysis with respect to the Rice factor is presented in Fig. 2 , where C n is plotted vs. K, for some values of n. Note that there is dependence on K for small n, and the curves exhibit a transition from a best-case value (obtained for the most randomized situation, i.e., K = 0) to a worst-case value (for K = 1). The range of K where this transition takes place is between 1 and 10, i.e., the values of practical interest.
The dependence of the performance on K is weaker as n increases: for n > 5-10 it is virtually constant. We also observed that the presence of shadowing corresponds to superior performance and weaker dependence on the fading model. As discussed in [13; 15; 21] , the mobile users should not be allowed to be arbitrarily close to the base station. As an example, we consider a "punctured" uniform (bell-shape) distribution [21] , where the users are uniformly (bell-shape) distributed except for a circle of radius , centered in the common receiver. 1 shows that the curves for = 0:01 practically coincide with those for = 0. It can be shown that, for > 0, C n tends to 0 as n ! 1, but the smaller , the slower the convergence. Therefore, although theoretically unstable, for small the system will exhibit almost the same performance as for = 0. This is especially (and rigorously) true when some control mechanism is used, so that the system is stable and is steered to operating with small n, where the curves in Fig. 3 show little difference [23] .
As a simple example of application, Slotted ALOHA [3; 19] is considered here. The capture probabilities, C n , have the meaning of throughput per slot, conditioned on the collision size, n, and can be used to compute the classic curves of throughput vs. offered traffic. Following [12] , we can state that C 1 is the maximum stable throughput of the system. On the other hand, we note that the maximum of the throughput curve, S , plotted vs. K in Fig. 4 , can be significantly larger that C 1 , especially for large . It seems, therefore, that the system as it is would not exploit the capabilities provided by the capture effect and the random power selection inherent to the environment under study. Some form of control is therefore desirable, in order to enhance the performance.
A possible choice for the control scheme is the one considered in [11] for a system with geometric capture, and proposed in [23] as a bound for the present context. In [11] , it is shown that, for C 1 = 1, C n = Q n ; n 2, it is possible to find a decentralized retransmission control algorithm which guarantees stability for any Poisson arrival rate <Ŝ , whereŜ is the maximum of the local Poisson approximation [11] S(G) = Ge ?G + e ? G ? e ?G ; (6) with = 1 ? Q. In the present context, it is possible to find a value of Q such that C n Q n ; n 2, so that the system with geometric capture will dominate the system under study, and stable operation will result, with maximum throughput at leastŜ . The results obtained by this technique are summarized in Tables I and II , for b = 6 dB, various values of and , and for bell-shape distribution. For each case, the value of the geometric bound parameter, Q, is reported, along with the quantitesŜ and S . Table I also reports C 1 , i.e., the maximum achievable throughput in the uncontrolled system, whose value can be found in closed form, as shown in the next Section. This algorithm, although suboptimal [13] , achieves a throughputŜ as large as 98% of the maximum possible, i.e., S . We also note that, although C 1 is independent of , S andŜ are not, and therefore the controlled scheme allows to exploit the advantage of random power levels [4] provided by the presence of shadowing.
Here, we considered a simple control strategy, in order to illustrate how the stability issue can be addressed. Retransmission control mechanisms to stabilize the ALOHA protocol in a wireless environment have been considered only recently [13] . An interesting extension would be the application of the above results to the collision resolution algorithms, which are known to perform better than Slotted ALOHA [2] .
IV. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS
Recent papers have discussed the role of the capture probabilities in the study of random access systems [15; 20; 21] , and of C 1 = lim n!1 C n in assessing their stability properties [12; 13] . The analytical evaluation of C 1 can be carried out in closed form for some special cases: Lau and Leung performed it in the absence of fading and shadowing for bell-shape traffic distribution [21] ; Zorzi and Rao found C 1 in the presence of Rayleigh fading and log-normal shadowing, for a class of traffic distributions (including both uniform and bell-shape) [13] .
Our results suggest that C 1 is independent of shadowing and fading, and in particular of the Rice factor, K. This fact would be consistent with the result in [13] , showing that the random propagation parameters do not affect C 1 , and with the fact that the results found in [13] in the presence of Rayleigh fading and shadowing are the same as those in [21] , computed in the absence of both. All this suggests that in fact there may be this independence. This intuitive argument can be made rigorous in a particular instance, i.e., for bell-shape traffic distribution.
Let i = i r ?4 i be the normalized power received at the central BS from user i, where r ?4 i is the normalized path loss suffered by user i, due to its distance r i from the BS, and i is a random variable accounting for random propagation phenomena, including fading and shadowing. Based on an approach similar to the one in [21] , it is possible to show the following result: Theorem: For a bell-shape distribution of traffic, if E[
regardless of the actual distribution of the i 's. 
where
The conditional capture probabilities are therefore given by C n+1 ( ) = 2(n + 1) arctan p 0 p bA n ; n > 0: (11) By using the bounds x ? x 3 3 arctan x x; 8 x > 0; (12) we obtain C n+1 ( ) 2(n + 1) p 0 p bA n ; (13) C n+1 ( )
Letting n ! 1 and applying the law of large numbers (see Appendix B), the expectation of (13) and (14) yields the result.
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We remark that no assumptions have been made as to the actual distribution of the i 's, except for the fact that they are i.i.d.
and that the expectation of 3=2 i exists and is finite (for example, it is sufficient that the random propagation coefficients have finite variance). These two weak conditions are satisfied for the commonly studied cases of Rayleigh or Rician fading, and log-normal shadowing, but they also hold in almost all practical cases.
From the above and from the cited literature, we have the following facts: i) for a very general random propagation model and bell-shape traffic distribution, we computed C 1 (just seen in the above); ii) for Rayleigh fading plus shadowing and for a whole class of traffic distributions (including uniform and bellshape), C 1 can be computed [13] ; iii) from numerical evaluations, in accordance with what found in [21] , we see that for bell-shape and uniform traffic distribution we seemingly obtain an equal value of C 1 , which is the same as in the two points above. Based on this evidence, we formulate the following Conjecture: For a very general fading model and for the class of traffic distributions "uniform in a neighborhood of the base station" [13] , C 1 is given by (7) 1 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have considered a random access mobile radio environment, in the presence of Rician fading and lognormal shadowing. The capture probabilities, C n , have been computed for various values of the parameters, and their limiting behavior has been studied. Further research is needed in order to consider possible variability or even randomness of parameters such as and K, and different path loss laws, more appropriate in a microcellular environment. Finally, it has been tacitly assumed in this paper that everything is independent from slot to slot. This is not strictly verified, unless the users move at very high speed. This issue, which gives rise to considerable analytical problems, has been partially addressed in [25] .
A. PROOF OF (9) Let i = i r ?4 i . If r i has the bell-shape distribution (2), the pdf of i is given by
Using a technique as in [7] , by virtue of the Laplace transform pair e ?k p s $ kt ?3=2 2 p e ? k 2 4t ; (16) it is possible to show that the pdf of
is given by f ( ) = 1 2 A n ?3=2 e ? A 2 n 4 ; > 0; (18) 1 While this manuscript was under review, a paper by Hajek et al. has appeared, which proves this conjecture in an even more general context [24] .
with A n as in (10) . Consider now the transformation which maps ( 0 ; ) into (z; ), with z = 0 = , as defined in (8) . We have, for the joint density, f z; (z; ) = f 0; ( 0 ; )jJj ?1 = f 0; ( z; )jJj ?1 (19) where jJj = 1= ? 0 = 2 0 1 = 1 (20) is the Jacobian of the transformation. Therefore, since 0 and are statistically independent, from (15) and (18) 
averaging (21) 
The packet success probability (i.e., the complementary distribution of z) is then given by Also, C n+1 ( ) 1, since it is a probability. Taking the expectation with respect to the i 's, we obtain
Finally, letting n ! 1, we obtain the following upper bound for the limit of the C n 's:
Similarly, considering the lower bound in (14), we have obvi- Tab. I: Geometric bound parameter, Q, lower bound on the maximum achievable throughput for the controlled system,Ŝ , upper bound on throughput, S , and maximum throughput without control, C 1 , for bell-shape traffic distribution, b = 6 dB, = 0; 6 and 10 dB, K = 0, 5 dB and 1. Tab. II: Geometric bound parameter, Q, lower bound on the maximum achievable throughput for the controlled system,Ŝ , and upper bound on throughput, S , for punctured bell-shape traffic distribution, b = 6 dB, = 6 dB, = 0:01; 0:05; 0:1, K = 0, 5 dB and 1.
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